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This term in English, the children will be exploring their new book ‘One Plastic Bag’ by Miranda Paul. They will be developing their narrative writing skills that they started to work on last term. They will be looking at the power of illustrations and what they can predict about the story based on just the pictures.

Core Books

The children will be continuing to develop their number, problem solving and reasoning skills in maths this term. They
will be exploring time, multiplication and division, money and geometry.

This term in science, the children will be continuing to learn about ‘Seasonal Changes’. They will be looking closely at
the different seasons and will be able to describe weather confidently and explore investigations to deepen their understanding.

In geography this term, we will be exploring Africa, through culture, food and animals. Last term we explored Kenya.
This term we will be looking closely at our new book ‘One Plastic Bag’ which is set in a Gambian Village. It also delves
into the idea of recycling and sustainability.

In DT week this term, the children will be focusing on structures. In Art, the children are continuing to look at line and
patterns relating to our African Art.

The children will be continuing to explore drumming with Mr Winston as their music learning for this term. They
will continue to perform and create music and become more confident in performing to an audience. We will also
be looking at different African instruments and how these are played.

The children will be continuing to develop their Computing skills this term on Coding. They will write instructions and
give commands to control objects.

In R.E, the children will be continuing to explore Judaism this term. They will be looking more deeply at Key words and
understanding important Jewish traditions and why this is important to Jewish people.

This term in P.E, the children will be exploring rounders and athletics with Coach Ashley .They will be learning how to
jump properly, enhancing their balancing skills that they learnt last term.

The true story of Isatou Ceesay who
saw the problem that the
proliferation of plastic bags was
causing in her country, the Gambia,
contaminating the environment and
killing the goats that swallowed
them. She collaborated with other
local women to crochet thread
made from the plastic bags to
create purses resulting in a thriving
trade and reducing pollution. The
illustrator grew up in West Africa
and has used colorful papers and
leftover shopping bags in the
creation of her pictures.

